MT COOK
ALPINE
SALMON
Oncorhynchus Tshawytscha - Saikou sushi grade salmon
PRODUCT ORIGIN

New Zealand

FRESH PRODUCT FORM Head-on and gutted (HOG)
SIZES

3-4kg (6.5 - 8.8lb), 4-5kg (8.8lb - 11lb)

FARMING TECHNIQUE

Ranched in pure glacial canals

SEASON

Year round

SUSTAINABILITY

Not rated

Lay it next to any other salmon
and instantly it is visibly
identifiable for its thin intermuscular fat lines. The taste is
unlike any other salmon. It can be
clearly selected in a blind taste
test. It is sweet on the palette
with an uncluttered taste and
has virtually no fish oil aftertaste
prevalent in other farmed salmon.
The texture is also a clear give
away; the firmer more muscular
texture gives a pleasant ‘al dente’
feel in the mouth. It has often
been noted that when cooking, its
low and pleasant odour makes it
distinguishable as well.
While no one knows for sure, the
only conclusion that can be drawn
is that there are three significant
environmental factors unique to
our farm that combine to give
our salmon its rare and unique
qualities.
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Pure glacial water from the
southern alps of New Zealand
Our water is so pure, you can
drink it both above and below
the farm, and it is equal to many
of the high-end bottled mineral
waters. Fed from snow and
glaciers it is cold year round; 43°F
(6°C) in winter to a maximum of
61°F (16°C) degrees in summer.
The natural glacial ‘till’ (caused
through suspended minerals in
the water) protects the fish from
excessive sun exposure in the
height of summer, as the fish
dive deeper to avoid the sun’s
penetrating rays.
The colour of the water feeding
our farm is world famous and
features in many post cards.
Depending on recent snow or
natural glacier melt, the alpine
lakes’ water colour can change
from a translucent blue/green to
an opaque turquoise. Interestingly
the flesh of our salmon can take
on both of these translucent and
opaque characteristics.
Over the years our staff have
come to believe that when there
are more fish with this rare
opaqueness in the water, we are
about to have a great harvest.
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They are the ones our staff would
choose for themselves.
Swift Flowing Currents
Mt. Cook Alpine Salmon is
situated in a man-made hydro
canal running between two
alpine lakes, Lake Tekapo and
Lake Pukaki. These two lakes
are recognised as two of New
Zealand’s most outstanding
natural landscapes.
The hydro canal is the perfect
environment for salmon farming.
Year round the average water
flow is 130 cumecs (over 2 million
gallons per minute, or 7.5 million
litres), making it the highest water
flow through any salmon farm in
the world. It also means our fish
swim all day against swift 5.6mph
(3.5m/sec) currents, making them
physically fitter than any other
farmed fish in the world.

naturally parasite free and do not
have the algae taint present in
other fresh water farmed species.
Having lived only in pure glacial
water all their lives, our salmon
are free of chemicals, mercury
and other heavy metals.
Altitude
At 1969 feet (600m) above sea
level, Mt. Cook Alpine Salmon is
the world’s highest salmon farm.
There is nothing but wilderness
between our farm and the
mountains. High in the mountains
is also where elite athletes train
to develop higher red blood
cell counts.
This may be part of the mystery
as to why our fish have a different
taste and texture; it may also be a
factor in why our fish occasionally
have the bleeding characteristics
similar to King Salmon in the wild.

The high water flow, combined
with the purity of water, means
we have never had a disease
related mortality at the farm. Not
a single fish.
It also means we don’t have to
mess with nature. We are ecosustainable and GMO free. We
don’t use antibiotics. Our fish are
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The mystery of what makes
our fish so special
It is undisputable that Mt.
Cook Alpine Salmon looks and
tastes different from any other
farmed salmon in the world. It
is comparable only to wild King
Salmon.

